Slidem WWII - "Tank Attack"

**INSTRUCTIONS**

FIRST—Gently press out and separate all pieces inside frame. Throw away the narrow piece which is on left side and bottom of puzzle and inside of frame.

NEXT—Place frame on table or other smooth surface. Replace all numbered pieces of picture inside frame in position as shown in "START" below.

THEN—Remove #1 piece and lay it aside. You are now ready to start. You must SLIDE the pieces around inside the frame, WITHOUT PICKING UP any pieces at any time. The object is to get all the numbered pieces in position as shown in "FINISH" below, or to bring #4 piece from upper left corner to lower right corner.

The last move is to replace #1 piece and complete the picture. You have succeeded in the "TANK ATTACK". This can be done in 22 moves. How many moves can you do it in?

**START**

```
4  7  1
8  3  10
5  9  2
```

**TANK ATTACK**

```
6
```

**FINISH**

```
10  6  1
8  3  7  2
5  9  4
```

---

*Electric Corporation Of America, Chicago, Copyright 1942.*

(paper envelope and cardboard puzzle, 4.4" x 6.3")

*Copyright J. A. Storer*